CASE STUDY: Architect Focuses On Indoor And Outdoor Vistas

Site

Private Residence

Location

Jackson, Mississippi

Window Film

Dayview V45 SR CDF
Luminance V28 SR CDF
Sunrise Bronze V33BR SR CDF

Product Series

Neutral Series
Dual-Reflective Series

SITUATION

SOLUTION

RESULT

While under 40 years of age, Sam Coker is
already renowned throughout the Sunbelt for
the many homes he has designed and built,
from South Carolina to Texas, all stemming
from his Mississippi hub. He is an architect who
believes that each home he designs must reflect
the individual traits of the owners. Coker designs
homes that are a language of their own, yet
remain family-centric and very comfortable
for all occupants.

“Vista™ window film has an array of multiperformance solar control window films,
and their installers are professionally trained
to recommend the perfect solution in each
individual situation,” states Coker. In Jackson,
where it is intensely hot and sunny throughout
the summer months, the recommendation
usually calls for a combination of dual reflective
and neutral films.

“The reality is, I know I can count on solar control
film and the Vista professional to protect ‘my’
homes, keep the interiors comfortable and as
good looking as the day the new owner moves
in,” concludes Coker.

A graduate of the Auburn School of Architecture,
Coker gained his architectural license with the
National Council of Architecture Registration
Boards. He has worked with the Historical
American Building Survey detailing the White
House architectural specifications for filing
in the Library of Congress. In Mississippi, he
is known for designing spacious homes with
breathtaking views. Natural materials are
typically highlighted: hardwood, tile, stone or
brick for the floors, many times masonry walls
of brick or stone, and ceilings often enhanced by
wood or even plaster vaults. Most importantly,
he focuses on an over-abundance of natural
light. Oversized arched, bowed and large
gabled, multi-paned floor to ceiling windows are
often focal points. “Being one with the site is of
utmost importance; the unusual use of glass is
often critical to the airy, architectural look of a
home,” Coker adds. He also makes sure that
his houses include solar protection to block
harmful ultraviolet rays (the principal cause
of fading)*, tame sun glare, and save on airconditioning costs.
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Performance Data
Clear Glass
Neutral Series
Dayview V45 SR CDF
Dual-Reflective Series

LLumar.com
The solar performance data reported for LLumar architectural window films was captured using the National Fenestration Rating Council’s (NFRC) standard guidelines for window film solar performance measurement as measured on single pane, 1/8 inch (3 mm),
clear glass. Reported values are taken from representative product samples and are subject to normal manufacturing variances. Actual performance will vary based on a number of factors, including glass type and properties. *Films do not eliminate fading—they
reduce it. UV rays and heat are contributing factors to fading but other factors exist. For further information see LLumar.com/download-library. ©2004, revised 2016 Eastman Chemical Company. VISTA™, the VISTA® logo, LLumar®, the LLumar® logo and
Enerlogic® are trademarks of Eastman Chemical Company or one of its wholly owned subsidiaries. As used herein, ® denotes registered trademark status in the U.S. only. (11/16) SP1146

